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Side Cases Touring

P/N   1MC-F846C-00-00 SIDE CASE LH FJR CHROME SMX

P/N   1MC-F846D-00-00 SIDE CASE RH FJR CHROME SMX

P/N   1MC-F846C-10-00 SIDE CASE LH FJR CHROME VDOM1

P/N   1MC-F846D-10-00 SIDE CASE RH FJR CHROME VDOM1

P/N   1MC-F846C-20-00 SIDE CASE LH FJR CHROME YNM5

P/N   1MC-F846D-20-00 SIDE CASE RH FJR CHROME YNM5

Side cases to be placed on either side of the rear of the FJR for long-distance touring
* 30L double shell construction, one helmet per case
* Single lock, unit key operation
* 4-point lid locking
* Lock code service available
* Internal luggage straps and rubber protectors
* Available in Matt Black or bike-matching colour
* Sold per side
Please note – Side Cases Touring are a stand-alone product and it is not recommended that they are installed and used with the Yamaha Top 

Cases

Specifications:
- Material: Injected PA
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: The optional Side Case Brackets (for the FJRs), Side Case Stay (for FZ1 Fazer and TDM) and the Side Case Lock Set (article 
no. 5P5-28406-01-00) are required
- Suitable for: The FJR1300/A/AS (as from MY2004), FZ1 Fazer/ABS (as from MY2006) and TDM900/A (as from MY2002)

Inner Bags FJR Side Cases

P/N 1MC-INBAG-SC-00

High-quality fitting FJR bags for Sides Cases Touring and Side Cases City.
▪ Exclusively designed and developed for the standard delivered touring side cases
▪ Features classy FJR logo
▪ Features 1x inner pocket and 1x outer pocket
▪ Includes shoulder straps and hand grip for easy carrying
▪ Double zip-fastener for main compartment

Specifications:
- Material: Solid polyester texture
- Dimensions: L x W x H = 440 x 360 x 320mm
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Not required
- Suitable for: Optional 40L Side Case Touring and Side Case City
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Top Case Touring

P/N TBC TOP CASE 50L SMX

P/N TBC TOP CASE 50L VDOM1

P/N TBC TOP CASE 50L YNM5

P/N TBC TOP CASE 50L MOUNTING PLATE

P/N 5JW-W0772-00-00 BACKREST SET FOR TOPCASE

Inner Bags FJR Top Case Touring

P/N 1MC-INBAG-TC-00

High-quality fitting FJR bag for the 50L Top Case Touring.
▪ Exclusively designed and developed for the FJRs when fitted with the 50L Top Case Touring 
▪ Features classy FJR logo
▪ Business-use oriented featuring many inner pockets, 3x outer pockets, laptop and battery holders and compartment for an ipad
▪ Flexible large zips and anti-slip bottom
▪ Includes removable shoulder straps and hand grip for easy carrying
▪ Detachable compartment divider
▪ Maximum volume: 40L

Specifications:
- Material: Solid polyester texture and canvas
- Dimensions: L x W x H = 540 x 340 x 180 mm
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Not required
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Knuckle Visor Set FJR

P/N 1MC-F61C0-00-00   (SMX)

P/N 1MC-F61C0-10-00   (VDOM1)

P/N 1MC-F61C0-20-00   (YNM5)

Mirror mounted wind deflectors provide extra comfort on long-distance journeys.
▪ GK designed and YEC engineered especially for the FJR models to your hands from (cold) wind
▪ Long-distance ride becomes even more comfortable when used in combination with the optional high screen (article nr. 1MC-F83J0-00-00)
▪ Easily installed thanks to clamp mount on to mirrors
▪ Available in unit-matching colour
▪ Sold per set
Specifications:
- Material: PA6 injected
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in package

Foot Shields FJR

P/N 1MC-283S0-10-00   (SMX)

P/N 1MC-283S0-20-00   (VDOM1)

P/N 1MC-283S0-30-00   (YNM5)

Wind deflectors for your feet when on long-distance journeys.
▪ GK designed and YEC engineered specifically for the FJR
▪ No influence on the banking angle of the unit
▪ Integrates nicely with the optional available Frame Sliders FJR (article nr. 1MC-211D0-00-00)
▪ Easy to install
▪ Sold per set. Available in unit-matching colours

Specifications:
- Material: ABS and PA6 injected
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in package
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Frame Sliders FJR

P/N 1MC-211D0-00-00

Protectors placed on either side of the FJR to prevent accidental damage to the side cowlings, crank crase frame and frame parts as much as 
possible. 
▪ High quality and durable
▪ No influence on the banking angle of the unit
▪ Integrates nicely with the optional available FJR foot shields
▪ Features FJR logo on the side
▪ Easy installed to the engine mounts

Specifications:
- Material: Body: PA6 injected. Stays: steel plate
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in package

Tank Pad FJR

P/N 1MC-TANKP-AD-00

Stylish protective pad exclusively designed for the FJR fuel tank.
▪ Protects fuel tank from scratches from zipper rider's jacket
▪ Features FJR and the Yamaha tuning fork logo

Specifications:
- Material: Solid resin
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Not required
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GPS Stay FJR

P/N 1MC-GPSMT-00-00

Solid base to hold a GPS device.
▪ Specifically developed to hold Garmin Zumo660 and Zumo350LM
▪ GPS stay can be installed on the top yoke near the speedometer for convenient visibility for the rider
▪ Easy and simple mount of GPS base on GPS stay
▪ Features GPS mounting angle tilt adjustment
▪ Easy to install

Specifications:
- Material: SUS steel
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in package

12V DC Outlet FJR

P/N 1MC-12VDC-00-00

Extra outlet suitable to charge your electronic equipment such as mobile phone or MP3 player.
▪ Easy accessible thanks to installation close to the FJR handlebars
▪ Easy to install
▪ Maximum load: 3A (for both the standard and extra FJR 12V outlet)

Specifications:
- Material: Outlet body: PVC. Stay: steel
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in packaging
- Suitable for: FJR1300A only as from MY 2006
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FJR Akrapovič Slip-on Mufflers Titanium

P/N 90798-32101-00

▪ Exclusively laser-engraved FJR logo
▪ Made of high quality, heat resistant titanium alloys
▪ Exciting sound & design
▪ Weight reduction thanks to usage of quality material – titanium
▪ A full list of spare parts is available via your official Yamaha dealer

Specifications:
- Material: Heat resistant titanium alloys
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): EC homologated for street use in all of Europe
- Mounting hardware: We recommend to have the exhaust system installed by your Yamaha dealer
- Suitable for: FJR1300, FJR1300A and FJR1300AS as from MY 2006

This is a non Yamaha branded product and is fully developed and produced by Akrapovič.

Extra Comfort Dual Seat FJR

P/N 1MC-F47C0-80-00    Extra comfort seat rider

P/N 1MC-F47E0-80-00    Extra comfort seat passenger

Exclusively designed dual seat - replacing the original - providing extra sitting comfort for both rider and passenger on those very, very long-
distance journeys.

▪ High quality weather resistance seat skin and high-tech foam cushion
▪ Features embroidered FJR logo on passenger seat
▪ Easy installed
▪ Rider and passenger seat can be ordered separately

Specifications:
- Material: Seat skin: PVC. Cushion: Urethane
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Not required
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High Screen FJR

P/N 1MC-F83J0-00-00

Higher screen than the standard version for even more wind protection.
▪ Particularly handy on long-distance journeys
▪ Durable and scratch-resistant
▪ 103mm higher than standard wind screen
▪ Features FJR logo
▪ Easy to install

Specifications:
- Material: 4.5mm, transparent, hard-coated PC
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): WVTA- and DOT-approved
- Mounting hardware: Not required

Touring Tank Bag FJR

P/N 1MC-TANKB-TR-00

Practical large bag for extra luggage capacity and specifically designed to carry on the FJR tank.
▪ Ideal for long-distance touring journeys
▪ Quick and easy detachable with 3-click-on system possible thanks to non-scratching tank bag mount base
▪ Tank bag mount base allows easy access to tank refuel lid
▪ Transparent top holder for a tablet or a map ▪ Embossed FJR logo incorporated
▪ Self-snatching zips for a noise free tour
▪ Back pack straps and hand grip for easy carrying
▪ Handy document holder separately included
▪ Rain cover also included

Specifications:
- Material: Tank bag: Canvas, PVC. Tank bag mount base: PVC
- Dimensions: L x W x H = 440 x 360 x 320mm
- Certified conformity (CE/TÜV/WVTA): N/A
- Mounting hardware: Included in package
- Does not fit with: Optional GPS Stay FJR (article nr. 1MC-GPSMT-00-00)
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Yamaha Unit Covers Indoor

P/N C13-IN101-00-0L      Large

P/N C13-IN101-00-0M    Medium

Cover to keep your motorcycle or scooter in top-class condition when stored away.
▪ Keeps your unit free from dust
▪ Universal fit for various motorcycles and scooters, even when accessorised with a optional Yamaha top case
▪ Large-sized cover is suitable for big models like for example the Super Ténéré, FJR models, the TMAX, etc.
▪ Medium cover is suitable for medium-sized models such as the R-Series, FZ-series, 125-250cc scooters, etc.
▪ Features the Yamaha logo on both sides
▪ Storage bag for cover included

Specifications:
- Material: Polyester

Yamaha Unit Covers Outdoor

P/N C13-UT101-00-0L      Large

P/N C13-UT101-00-0M    Medium

Cover to keep your motorcycle or scooter in first class condition against the elements such as rain, snow, etc. when parked outside.

▪ Universal fit for various motorcycles and scooters, even when accessorised with an optional Yamaha top case
▪ Large-sized cover is suitable for big models like for example the Super Ténéré, FJR models, the TMAX, etc.
▪ Medium cover is suitable for medium-sized models such as the R-Series, FZ-series, 125-250cc scooters, etc.
▪ Transparent plastic window at rear for registration number plate check
▪ Features the Yamaha logo on both sides
▪ Storage bag for cover included

Specifications:
- Material: Polyester
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YEC-40 Battery Charger

P/N YME-YEC40-EU-00 (EU)

P/N YME-YEC40-UK-00 (UK)

Charger that can charge the battery of your Yamaha motorcycle, scooter, ATV, SMB and/or marine products. 
*Contains unique battery charging technology. Fully automatic switch mode charger that analyses the state of the battery, charges and 
automatically switches to maintenance charging when ready
* Designed for safety: spark-free, protected from reverse polarity connections and short-circuit proof
* Light and compact; handy and easy to store
* Specially tested and approved by Yamaha service engineers to fit our range of motorcycles, scooters, ATV, SMB and other products
* Battery charge capacity: 1.2-90 Ah, maintenance capacity: 1.2-120 Ah
* Also separately available: 1) indicator plug with long cable (0,5m) and “traffic-light” style battery indicator 2) built-in panel plug with extra long 
cable (1,5m) to mount in the dashboard of your Yamaha 3) Indicator panel 150, a combination of the indicator plug and built-in panel plug with 
1,5m long cable. 
Specifications:
Type: 8 step, fully automatic switch model with pulse maintenance
Dimensions: 168 x 65 x 38 mm
Weight: 0,6 kg
CE/TÜV/WVTA approved: CE

YEC-8 Battery Charger

P/N YME-YE080-EU-00 (EU)

P/N YME-YEC08-UK-00 (UK)

Charger that can charge the battery of your Yamaha motorcycle, scooter, ATV, SMB and/or Marine products. 
* Contains unique battery charging technology. Fully automatic switch mode charger that analyses the state of the battery, charges and 
automatically switches to maintenance charging when ready
* Designed for safety: spark-free, protected from reverse polarity connections and short-circuit proof
* Light and compact; handy and easy to store
* Specially tested and approved by Yamaha service engineers to fit our range of motorcycles, scooters, ATV, SMB and Marine products
* Battery charge capacity: 1.2-32Ah, maintenance capacity: 1.2-100 Ah
* Also separately available: 1) indicator plug with long cable (0,5m) and “traffic-light” style battery indicator 2) built-in panel plug with extra long 
cable (1,5m) to mount in the dashboard of your Yamaha 3) Indicator panel 150, a combination of the indicator plug and built-in panel plug with 
1,5m long cable. 
Specifications:
Type: 4 step, fully automatic switch model with pulse maintenance
Dimensions: 140 x 50 x 38 mm
Weight: 0,6 kg
CE/TÜV/WVTA approved: CE
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YEC Battery Charger Built-in Panel Plug

P/N YME-YECPA-15-00

The built-in panel plug with an extra long, 1.5 metre cable that can be mounted on the dashboard of a Yamaha scooter or motorcycle and works 
together with the Yamaha YEC-8 and YEC-40 battery chargers.

YEC Battery Charger Indicator

P/N YME-YECPL-05-00

This indicator plug with a long, 0.5 metre cable and a ‘traffic light’ style battery indicator fits on the newly deleloped Yamaha YEC-8 and YEC-40 
battery chargers for motorcycles, scooters and other vehicles.
The indicator provides a clear view of the charge condition of the battery.

YEC Battery Charger Built-in Panel Plug

P/N YME-YECIP-15-00

The built-in panel plug with an extra long, 1.5 metre cable that can be mounted on the dashboard of a Yamaha scooter or motorcycle and works 
together with the Yamaha YEC-8 and YEC-40 battery chargers.


